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Small-cap growth on the cheap

It’s been a choppy few months in the market. Nervousness has crept in about the waning effectiveness of
the first wave of Covid vaccines and also about rising inflation. The discounts on many trusts that are
vulnerable to these threats have widened, especially growth-focused, smaller-companies investment
trusts. This could be an opportunity.

Highlights this month:

● The Japan theme targeted by last month’s Alpha IT report has so far proved a
case of “right place at the wrong time”. But in the main, performance from the
monthly reports that began life in July last year continue to look strong.

● The strategy has produced a better-than 10-fold return since mid-2004.

● Top-performing, growth-focused, smaller-companies trusts are a stand-out
theme of the report this month.

● Frontier markets, which are vulnerable to the recent strengthening of the
dollar and a resurgence of Covid, are also well represented.

Report by Algy Hall algy.hall@ft.com
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This report casts an eye over the trusts that make up the 10-stock portfolio selected by my value and
momentum ranked investment trust screen. These stocks fit with specific rules (below) that ensure a
degree of diversity in the selection of trusts but still allow distinct investment themes to emerge. And
while this screen, like almost all screens run by the Investors’ Chronicle, is considered a source of ideas for
further research rather than an off-the-shelf portfolio, a back test over the last 17 years suggest it trust
picks collectively deliver strong performance.

ALPHA REPORT PERFORMANCE: Right place at the wrong time!

Japan was one of the features from September’s Alpha Investment Trust report.
What has happened in the intervening month to the performance of the two
Japanese trust picks highlights one of the dangers of focusing on momentum.
(Momentum is one of the two ingredients that feeds into the Alpha report’s
investment trust screening process.)

Last month’s Alpha report picked up on a surge in performance in the Japanese
stock market. This was driven by news that the country’s then prime minister,
Yoshihide Suga, was stepping down. His likely successors all looked set to push
ahead with market-pleasing, growth-focused economic policies.

Indeed, the man who has since become top dog, Fumio Kishi, perhaps looked the
most economically ambitious of the contenders. Yet, it has so far proved a case
of buy the rumour, sell the fact. Having jumped on excitement about the change
at the top of Japan’s government, the market has slunk back since Kishi’s
victory.

Markets may also be wondering exactly what the implications  are of his pledge
to move away from an established package of economic reform and stimulus
measures known as Abenomics. Kishi says there is still an important role for
reform, but that he wants to create more broad-based growth with a focus on
narrowing the gap between rich and poor.

Whatever the case, a poor contribution from the two Japanese trusts selected
last month has meant the overall performance of the ten stocks highlighted has
been worse than both the MSCI World and FTSE All Share indices.

The lesson here for momentum fans is that sometimes hot trends are only hot
for a very brief period. But that’s not to say performance in Japan will not pick
up again. Full details of all the trusts selected last month, and the other 90 trusts
selected over the last year, along with their performances can be found in the
detailed performance tables at the end of this report. The tables below provide
a summary of overall performance.
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19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 37.1% Alpha ITs 23.2%

MSCI World 24.0% MSCI World 18.5%

FTSE All Share 26.3% FTSE All Share 15.3%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 19.0% Alpha ITs 17.2%

MSCI World 13.9% MSCI World 15.6%

FTSE All Share 10.8% FTSE All Share 10.3%

29-Mar-21 27-Apr-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 14.5% Alpha ITs 10.2%

MSCI World 12.1% MSCI World 7.7%

FTSE All Share 7.5% FTSE All Share 3.6%

24-May-21 28-Jun-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 10.9% Alpha ITs 7.2%

MSCI World 8.8% MSCI World 4.5%

FTSE All Share 2.0% FTSE All Share 1.4%

26-Jul-21 20-Sep-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 7.8% Alpha ITs -1.0%

MSCI World 2.0% MSCI World 2.5%

FTSE All Share 1.6% FTSE All Share 3.1%

source: Thomson Datastream

There are now two Alpha portfolios I am tracking on a cumulative basis. This
assumes a complete switch from one Alpha portfolio to the next after a year.
The reshuffle is assumed to take place at close of play on the day the new report
is released for that month. I also include performance after accounting for
notional annual dealing charges of 1.5 per cent.
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CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Cumulative TR
since Jul 20 53.8%

Cumulative TR
since Sep 20 38.70%

Cumulative TR
with 1.5% chg 50.1%

Cumulative TR
with 1.5% chg 35.20%

MSCI World 26.7% MSCI World 27.90%

FTSE All Share 21.8% FTSE All Share 28.20%

source: Thomson Datastream

As a recap for anyone new to this monthly report, its main aim is to provide
investment ideas for readers to consider on their individual merits rather than
off-the-shelf portfolios. The strategy used by the Alpha IT reports should also
be considered fallible despite the strong showing since launch. This is
something last month’s performance serves as a reminder of. The strategy can
sometimes come a cropper and discount widening is always a danger when
investing in trusts.

I can provide these warnings with confidence because I have data from
mid-2004 to show how the strategy has historically performed. It has had bad
patches. Indeed, the impact of discount widening means that during those 17
years, the maximum peak to trough fall experienced by the strategy was a huge
63 per cent during the credit crunch. An investor would need a ludicrously
steely emotional constitution to stick with a numbers-based strategy during
such a drawdown which is a key consideration when recommending readers
view the Alpha picks as a source of ideas above all else.

Fortunately, as well as illustrating the potential pain, my data also suggests that
while the Alpha strategy does sometimes have hiccups, overall, and over time, it
produces much more value from good calls than it loses from bad ones.

TR from Jul 2004 CAGR

Alpha IT 947% 14.1%

Alpha IT 1.5% chg 698% 12.4%

MSCI World 503% 10.7%

FTSE All Share 242% 7.2%

FTSE All Sh/MSCI Wld 359% 9.0%

source: Thomson Datastream
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Over the last 17 years, the cumulative total return stands at 947 per cent based
on mid-year reshuffles. That compares with 503 per cent  from the MSCI World
index and 242 per cent from the FTSE All Share. These performance numbers
do lack some realism, though, as they do not account for dealing charges
associated with the reshuffles. If I factor in a notional 1.5 per cent annual charge
to represent dealing costs, the total return drops to 698 per cent.

SCREENING RULES

The central idea behind the Alpha strategy is to look for trusts displaying an
advantageous mix of value and momentum.

To fairly compare investment trusts with different remits and capital structures,
the screen assesses trusts’ value relative to their one-year average
premium/discount.

This is done using a standardised measure called the Z-score (the number of
“standard deviations” the premium/discount is from the mean average).  A
Z-score can be considered to be pretty cheap when it gets below -1 (the bottom
16 per cent of the range) and extremely cheap at or below -2 (the bottom 2.5
per cent).

Three-month share price momentum is used as an indicator of sentiment
towards trusts and their recent investment success.

The tables at the end of this report show the top 25 investment trusts based on
a combined ranking of Z-score and momentum. The 10 stock portfolio, which is
what this report focuses on, represents the highest ranking trusts that meet the
following portfolio rules:

● Market capitalisation must be more than £100m.
● No tracker or hedge funds.
● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should have

“niche” themes, and no more than two trusts should have the same niche.
Trusts defined as niche are those focused on non-mainstream asset
classes or sub-sectors, such as private equity, debt, technology and
biotechnology; and those focused on single countries (excluding the UK
and US) or high-risk economic regions such as emerging markets. I also
regard trusts targeting smaller Asian companies as niche, but not
generalist Asian equity  trusts.

● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should be
mainstream trusts of the same type. This rule does not apply to global
funds, but it does to other mainstream themes such as trusts investing in
the UK (large and small companies), Europe, the US or Asia.

● All trusts must trade at a discount to NAV.
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THEMES THIS MONTH: Cheap Small Cap Growth!

This month’s central theme is a focus on growth-orientated, small cap trusts,
and especially those with a focus on the UK.

More broadly, though, it looks like there are two key factors at play this month
which have helped shape the choice of ten trusts.

One of the factors is familiar from last month when the report highlighted a
number of growth-focused trusts that had slipped to discounts (often very small
ones) despite their strong long-term performance records.

The worries about future returns from “growth” are related to signs of rising
inflation which brings the prospect of tighter monetary policy. Broadly speaking,
tighter monetary policy means higher interest rates. This increases the cost of
investment for businesses.

Growth companies tend to invest a lot. They have good reasons to do so given
their potential to grow. All things being equal, a higher cost of investment
reduces the shareholder value that growth creates.

The cost of investment also feeds directly into popular valuation models that
attempt to put a present value on all of a company’s  future cash flows; so-called
discounted cash flow (DCF) models. With interest rates currently exceedingly
low, and valuations looking very high from a historical perspective, there are
fears that it will not take very much monetary tightening to create a lot of pain
for growth investors from falling valuations.

This is the type of bet the Alpha screen likes to take the other side of when
three-month momentum is still strong. Historically this has proved a profitable
strategy on average, but not always.

Growth-darlings, such as Allianz Technology Trust (ATT) remain top ten picks
for the report this month.

The prospect of tighter monetary policy in the US has also caused the dollar to
strengthen. There could be more to come. This is normally considered bad news
for emerging markets and particularly frontier markets. Three of the trusts
highlighted this month invest in such areas: BlackRock Frontiers (BRFI),
JPMorgan Indian (JII) and Vietnam Opportunity (VOF).

Perhaps I should not allow all three to have a place in the report given the
screen’s portfolio rules that only two trusts with the same niche theme can be
included amongst the ten picks. This  would normally mean only two emerging
market generalists would be allowed. However, I have applied rules around
single-country trusts to JII and VOF, meaning I’m treating them separately to
my consideration of emerging-market generalist BRFI.
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While stock screening has a science veneer, it's got an artsy flavour when we get
down to the nitty gritty details.

The other theme that appears to be at work in the 10-trust portfolio selection is
worries about the waning effectiveness of the first round of vaccines.

As this report has previously highlighted, the UK seems to have put itself up as a
bit of a test case for “living with the virus” following its swift first-round
deployment of vaccines. The problem is the effectiveness of these early
vaccines is now dropping off. Covid case numbers are rising fast with signs that
hospital admissions may be starting to follow suit.

The booster programme for over 50’s has also been relatively slovenly in the
UK. Meanwhile, the UK government’s attitude towards soft-restrictions, such
as face masks and social distancing, has started to look blasé.

Investors could become more optimistic if the deployment of booster shots is
ramped up, especially given data that suggests they are extremely effective. But
we face the possibility that living-with-the-virus may not be quite as
laissez-faire as the UK government, with its libertarian streak, had hoped.

If current reticence towards restrictions means the country has to lurch the
other way in response to rising hospitalisations, there  could be painful
implications for the economic recovery. There could also be a global read across.
Smaller companies as well as frontier markets could be particularly vulnerable
should serious Covid restrictions need to be put back into place internationally.

UK-focused trust Aurora (ARR), which is the top pick this month, definitely has
a lot to gain, or lose, based on how the recent Covid resurgence in the UK
develops and whether or not hard lockdown restrictions come back into force.

Smaller companies are considered to be particularly sensitive to economic
ructions. The two other UK-focused trusts in this month’s report pickup not
only on this theme but also on the growth theme: BlackRock Throgmorton
(THG) and BlackRock Smaller Companies (BRSC).

But enough of the preamble, let’s get on with the show!

Go to the next page to find out about the first trust...

Asterisks (*) denote that  the author has shares in a trust.
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Aurora

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Aurora ARR £176m 230p 0.20% 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.9 -7.90% -2.10% 5.20% -10.80%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

10.60% 7.50% 1.10% 36.80% 16.90% 46.20%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Frasers Group

PLC 23.6

easyJet PLC 16

Barratt

Developments

PLC 13.3

Dignity PLC 9

Ryanair

Holdings PLC 8.9

Hornby PLC 6.4

Bellway PLC 6.4

Lloyds Banking

Group PLC 6.2

Randall &

Quilter

Investment

Holdings Ltd 6.2

Vesuvius PLC 4.1

Total 100

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Aurora (ARR) was highlighted in the Alpha IT report exactly a year ago. The

returns generated in the following month were spectacular. Recovery-euphoria

linked to the announcement of vaccine breakthroughs in November, and the

trust’s exposure to cyclical UK-focused stocks meant its shares soared by over

20 per cent.

However, that was basically it for the year. Indeed, the 25 per cent total return

from the trust in the 12 months since last October’s Alpha report actually

slightly lags the FTSE All Share over the period. It is just ahead of the MSCI

World index.

The trust’s discount has now blown out again to around the levels it was at

when the screen first highlighted the stock (the stock was also highlighted in

November 2020 with disappointing results).

Again, the potential for a contrarian bet to pay off may well depend on vaccines.

Specifically, the roll-out of booster shots. Pfizer Biontech booster looks like it’s

very effective. The problem the UK has is getting it into people’s arms. Having

seemingly lost sight of the urgency of rolling out boosters, the government may

have regained focus as a result of rising Covid case numbers and hospital

admission. Alarming news reports are also likely to refocus the attention of the

population at large on the importance of being fully vaxxed up. Despite all the
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attention paid to anti-vaccers, the uptake of the initial vaccination programme

suggests the British in general do actually have a healthy attitude towards

scientific fact over conspiracy theories.

If the booster campaign does take off and serious restrictions can be avoided,

Aurora’s discount should benefit. Its highly concentrated, UK-focused portfolio

puts it in the front line  to benefit from an ongoing recovery.

In terms of the portfolio, Aurora in many ways represents a play on two

companies: Frasers and Easyjet. Frasers, formerly known as Sports Direct, is a

retailer which has stuck doggedly by the high street. This includes hoovering up

other distressed retailers, such as House of Fraser (hence the new name) and

Evans Cycles.  The company is getting a new boss in the form of the 31 year old

son-in-law of the company’s controversy-courting founder and retiring boss

Mike Ashley. Given the relationship between the two men, there is likely to be a

good degree of continuity.

Meanwhile, budget airline Easyjet has made it through the worst of Covid travel

restrictions thanks to the largesse of shareholders who have injected fresh

money into the business. In this highly-cyclical industry, a recovery in air travel

could cause the share price to take off. However, following a sharp rebound

from the shares soon after November’s vaccine breakthroughs were

announced, the shares have lost significant altitude.

The trust itself has some interesting features in terms of alignment of the

manager’s interest with shareholders.

The person in charge of managing the fund is a highly respected value investor

called Gary Channon. He’s much admired for his in-depth research and the

strong long-term performance of his open-ended Phoenix UK fund since launch

in 1998. When his firm, Phoenix Asset Management, took over Aurora in 2015,

the trust basically became a closed-end version of the UK fund.

The trouble is, the value investment style has stuttered chronically since

Channon took the hot seat at Aurora and the trust has performed poorly. The

manager has been suffering along with shareholders. Phoenix is only paid based

on annual outperformance of the FTSE All Share. It pockets a hefty one third of

NAV outperformance capped at 4 per cent and subject to a three year claw back

if the outperformance reverses.
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The trust has a continuation vote coming up in June next year. The shareholder

register does not suggest it is in any major danger,  though. There were recent

signs of ongoing shareholder support earlier this year with the approval for the

fund to invest up to 15 per cent of its portfolio in a private equity vehicle floated

by Phoenix earlier this month called Castelnau Capital. Castelnau raised £53m

at IPO. Its biggest holding at nearly 60 per cent of the portfolio is in Stanley

Gibbons, a rare stamp business.

In summary, out of the UK trusts highlighted this month hoping for a “booster”

boost, Aurora perhaps has the most to gain.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Allianz Technology Trust
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Allianz

Technology ATT £1,313m 310p - 0%

Discount to

NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.4 -8.50% -3.50% 3.40% -10.10%

re Price Performa

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

3.20% 9.20% 6.90% 15.20% 119.10% 287.00%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Alphabet Inc

Class A 6.7

Microsoft Corp 6

Amazon.com

Inc 3.8

CrowdStrike

Holdings Inc

Class A 3.6

Zscaler Inc 3.3

NVIDIA Corp 2.8

Apple Inc 2.6

EPAM Systems

Inc 2.3

Seagate

Technology

Holdings PLC 2.3

Samsung SDI

Co Ltd 2.2

Total 36

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Allianz Technology (ATT) was one of the Alpha report’s top ten picks last

month. The trust has continued to buy back shares since then as the discount

has continued to widen.

My write up from last month can be read here.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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JPMorgan Indian
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

JPM Indian JII £638m 822p - 1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.4 -15.90% -14.00% -11.00% -17.80%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-1.40% 8.20% 21.60% 36.10% 38.40% 21.60%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Infosys 11.6

Housing Dev

Finance Corp 9.7

Tata

Consultancy

Services 8.3

Reliance Ind 7.2

ICICI Bank 6.6

Axis Bank 3.8

Larsen &

Toubro 3.6

Hindustan

Unilever 3.3

Kotak

Mahindra Bank 3.2

Bharti Airtel 3.1

Total 60

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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JPMorgan Indian (JII) is another trust that featured in last month’s report.  One

development worth noting is that City of London, an investor that is willing to

agitate for corporate action, has further increased its stake and now holds just

over 29 per cent of JII’s shares.

The investment case as outlined in last month’s report can be read here.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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CQS Natural Resources Growth & Income
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

CQS Natural

Res Grth & Inc CYN £114m 170p 3.30% 9%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.8 -17.30% -13.00% -0.70% -23.70%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

26.90% 18.30% 15.10% 90.40% 99.70% 86.80%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

First Quantum

Minerals Ltd 8.5

Sigma Lithium

Corp 6

Foran Mining

Corp 5.8

West African

Resources Ltd 5.4

Ero Copper

Corp 4.9

NexGen Energy

Ltd 3.9

Euronav NV 3.7

Capstone

Mining Corp 3.1

Talon Metals

Corp 3.1

BW LPG Ltd 2.8

Total 47

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Commodity prices are notoriously cyclical. The businesses that produce those

commodities, miners and oil companies, tend to be more cyclical still due to

their large fixed overheads combined with the variable selling prices. The

investment trusts that invest in shares of commodity producers take  cyclicality

to the next level. They add discount volatility into the mix, and in the case of

CQS Natural Resources (CYN), a healthy dose of financial gearing (using

borrowed money to buy shares).

The downside to layering risk-on-risk-on-risk has been very apparent since

June. That’s in stark contrast to the phenomenal run experienced by the trust’s

shares during the recovery from Covid-crash lows in March 2020 up to the

middle of 2021.

What’s really got the market spooked is China. Signs that the country, which

accounts for a huge proportion of commodity consumption, is trying to curb

demand has led to spectacular falls in some commodity  prices. The anxiety has

been increased by China’s crack down on property developers and the high

profile collapse of property giant Evergrande. Chinese developers are a key

buyer of steel.

The worries were reflected in a near 22 per cent fall in the main iron ore index in

September. Iron being the key input in steel manufacture. Other big price drops
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were registered by nickel, another input in steel production, which was down 8

per cent and copper down 6 per cent.

Copper is often called “Dr Copper” due to its ability to diagnose the outlook for

the global economy. The fall in the price can therefore be linked to some of the

economic worries experienced over recent months relating to inflation and

monetary tightening.

That said, there are still hopes that copper should benefit significantly from a

massive global push towards electrification as the world attempts to address

climate change issues. And it is not too long ago that the central  commodity

story being told was one of a super cycle based on the massive infrastructure

and transport changes needed to save the planet.

A bright spot for CQS Natural Resources over recent months has been a surge

in the price of oil and gas. This has been due to what the trust describes as a

post-lockdown “scramble for power”.

The impact has been made more pronounced by OPECs decisions on

production and a general tightening of supply as energy companies make the

transition towards greener alternatives to fossil fuels. While the long-term

outlook for oil may be bleak, periods of rising prices and supply shortages are

likely to be a feature of such a massive transition.

The pie chart on the next page shows the commodities the trust was exposed to

as of the end of September.

The trust  is a committed dividend payer. Like many trusts, this means it is happy

to pay dividends out of shareholders' capital at times when income from

underlying holdings does not cover the payout. However, many commodity

companies are currently paying out large dividends following a strong year.

The level of the discount the trust’s shares trade on at the moment presents the

interesting prospect of effectively amping up the dividend yield on offer from a

high-yielding sector.
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The trust has an annual continuation vote. However, shareholders seem pretty

supportive despite the huge volatility.

As for discount controls, the trust doesn’t bother too much. While the discount

is wide, it has been significantly wider in the past. If sentiment reverses and the

super-cycle story can reassert itself there is an opportunity, but if the focus

remains on the headwinds from China’s policy stance, there could be more pain

yet to come.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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Montanaro European Smaller Companies
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Montanaro

Euro Smaller

Cos MTE £359m 200p 0.50% 1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.2 -1.40% 0.70% 5.30% -3.30%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-2.90% 8.70% 16.30% 34.00% 136.20% 220.60%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

NCAB Group

AB 4.7

Sartorius

Stedim Biotech

SA 4.5

Fortnox AB 4.2

Esker SA 3.4

Thule Group AB 3.1

MIPS AB 3.1

IMCD NV 2.7

VZ Holding AG 2.6

ATOSS Software

AG 2.5

Tecan Group

Ltd 2.3

Total 33

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Montanaro European Smaller Companies (MTE) featured in July’s Alpha

report. Not much has changed with the investment case for the trust since then.

The trust’s main disclosed activity in the interim has been its issuance of shares

to try to keep the premium under control. The trust is now trading at a modest

discount.

You can read my write up of the investment case in the July report here.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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BlackRock Smaller Companies*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BlackRock

Smaller Cos BRSC £973m 1,992p 1.70% 7%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-2.4 -8.80% -4.60% 2.00% -9.50%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-6.00% 3.60% 6.30% 54.60% 59.20% 145.30%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Watches of

Switzerland 2.7

Treatt 2.5

Impax Asset

Management 2.4

CVS 2.3

Breedon 2.1

Oxford

Instruments 1.9

Pets at Home 1.8

IntegraFin 1.8

Gamma Comm 1.8

YouGov PLC 1.7

Total 21

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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It’s six months ago that BlackRock Smaller Companies (BRSC) last featured in

the Alpha Report. Again, not too much has changed with this one. That’s

reassuring, because the attraction of the trust is that it represents a mainstay,

steady-as-she-goes play on smaller companies.

The trust’s highly-respected manager, Roland Arnold, runs a well-diversified

portfolio focused on high-quality growth plays. The record for outperformance

is excellent and the trust has one of the lowest fees in the sector. The ongoing

charge is about 0.8 per cent.  The trust even navigated the vaccine rally well by

taking on a bit of exposure to cyclicals.

The trust has cropped up this month due to an abrupt spike in the discount (one

that’s not even quite visible on the accompanying chart). It looks like something

of a bargain long-term buying price but given how quickly the discount has

emerged it is very much worth checking whether it is still there when this report

is published.

Coverage from April’s report can be read here.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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BlackRock Frontiers
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BlackRock

Frontiers BRFI £242m 128p 3.90% 5%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.4 -6.90% -2.90% 3.80% -8.90%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

4.10% 5.80% 0.60% 34.80% 9.60% 16.20%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Saudi National

Bank 3.8

Kaspi.kz JSC

GDR 3

Emaar

Properties PJSC 2.5

Saudi British

Bank 2.5

FPT Corp 2.4

MOL Hungarian

Oil and Gas PLC

Class A 2.1

CP All PCL DR 2.1

Sahara

International

Petrochemical

Co 1.7

Genting Bhd 1.7

Banca

Transilvania SA 1.7

Total 24

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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The great claim of BlackRock Frontiers (BRFI) is that it is a diversifier for

investors in emerging markets. Its focus on emerging and frontier markets

outside the biggest 8 means its investment universe represents only a tenth of

the holdings of mainstream emerging market funds.  The pie chart below shows

just how exotic country exposure is.
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However, what the trust is not is a diversifier against global economic

downturns. Indeed, frontier markets are generally highly sensitive to big

economic upheavals of the type we’ve seen with Covid-19. The collapse in the

share price, which included a sharp widening of the discount, when the virus

struck stands testament to this. And while the trust bills itself as style agnostic,

as illustrated by the pie chart below, it has some fairly hefty exposure to

economically-sensitive sectors, such as financials and consumer discretionaries.

NAV has held up pretty well recently, though. And because frontier markets are

generally playing vaccine catch-up, their economic recoveries could prove to be

on firmer footings at a time when rich countries are seeing a decline in vaccine

effectiveness. The trust’s recent performance has also benefited from exposure

to economies that are sensitive to the rising price of oil

Nevertheless, the discount has widened substantially this year. The prospect of

a potential slowdown in global growth is negative as are expectations of tighter

US monetary policy which can negatively affect foreign direct investment in

frontier markets.

But it is likely to be more than just the economic mood music which has taken its

toll. The discount came in sharply at the end of last year as a result of a tender

offer being put forward. Just over a fifth of the trust’s shares were bought back
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in March. The tender offer happened after two years of poor performance from

the trust even prior to Covid.

With the corporate action out of the way, it appears investors may have lost

interest, leaving the discount to float out.  One of the unfortunate

consequences of the tender is that it is likely to increase the on-going charge of

the trust which was already relatively high at 1.4 per cent. There is also a

performance fee that is charged at 10 per cent of cumulative outperformance

since inception. This is subject to a high-water mark and capped at 2.5 per cent

of NAV in up markets and 1 per cent in down markets.

Tenders are a once every five-year activity of the trust. While a few

sometimes-activist investors have small holdings in the trust still, the trust’s

manager, BlackRock, is the largest holder with an 18 per cent stake. Overall the

shareholder register looks fairly benign .

Prior to the poor run of performance that started in 2018, the trust had a fairly

good record against its benchmark.  However, the benchmark itself had played

second fiddle to mainstream emerging market indices.  The trust has been

co-managed by Sam Vecht and Emily Fletcher since its launch in late 2010. The

managers draw on a well resourced emerging markets team at BlackRock. They

also attempt to judge investment cycles in order to gain exposure to markets at

the most profitable times.

The trust can also use CFDs to gear up or take short positions (see the write-up

of BlackRock Throgmorton for a fuller explanation of what this entails). Shorts

generally are not a large proportion of the portfolio and stood at just 0.4 per

cent at the end of September.

Aside from the possibility of a broad post-pandemic global economic recovery,

something that could play to the trust’s strength is rising concern about a crack

down on business in China, especially for leading property and tech companies.

Some regard the relatively poor performance of frontier markets as linked to

investors’ focus on large companies in the developed markets of Asia and the

US. There are grounds to wonder how genuine the comparisons are between

these types of investments. Still, the weak performance of Chinese stocks this

year has helped the performance of frontier markets look good in comparison

to broader emerging market indices. Frontier markets are also relatively cheap

compared with their history, which could prove an opportunity.
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Vietnam Opportunity
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Vietnam

Opportunity VOF £821m 494p 1.70% 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.9 -19.00% -14.60% -3.80% -23.70%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

6.80% 10.80% 8.10% 53.10% 65.60% 110.90%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Hoa Phat
Group 17.5

Khang Dien
House 10.0

Vinhomes 6.0

Asia
Commercial
Bank 5.9

Airports
Corporation of
Vietnam 5.7

Eximbank 5.2

Orient
Commercial
Bank 4.7

FPT
Corporation 4.4

Quang Ngai
Sugar 4.0

Phu Nhuan
Jewelry 3.9

Total 67.3

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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There are three Vietnam specialist investment trusts listed in London and

Vietnam Opportunity (VOF) is the final one of the trio to make an appearance

in 2021’s Alpha reports.  The reason why such a small country is so well

represented in the investment trust sector is because its prospects are very

exciting.

Vietnam’s population of about 60m people is young, industrious and relatively

well skilled. Its communist government is incredibly welcoming to overseas

investment, which makes conditions very hospitable to overseas businesses.

The country’s coastline also makes it well suited for trade. And with recent

Chinese policy moves giving some foreign investors the jitters, Vietnam looks an

increasingly attractive alternative location for production.

The particular spin of VOF on the Vietnam investment case is that it offers a

private-equity approach. Part of this is reflected in a concentrated portfolio and

the trust’s desire to have strategic influence at companies it holds large stakes

in. The other element is the fact that about 30 per cent of the portfolio is in

private companies.

An issue with holdings in private companies is that stakes are not regularly

revalued. This can moderate both reported NAV upside and downside. Often

trust’s discounts step in to reflect what is not being reflected in reported NAV.
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At the moment VOF is the cheapest trust in its peer group and also the laggard

in NAV-performance terms.

Name TIDM
Price
(p)

Mkt Cap
(£m)

Discount
(%)

Disc
Low

Disc
High

Z
Score

NAV 6m
(%)

NAV 1y
(%)

NAV 3y
(%)

Vietnam
Enterprise VEIL 741 1,585 -14 -0.2 -19.9 -0.5 18 58 67

VietNam
Holding VNH 313 93 -11.4 -10.3 -27.3 1.8 31 81 66

Vietnam
Opportunity VOF 494 821 -19 -3.8 -23.7 -0.9 19 49 61

source: Winterflood investment trusts, 21 Sep

The trust has a 14 strong team which allows it to conduct intensive research.

The portfolio has quite a cyclical flavour with big positions in financials,

materials and real estate, as can be seen in the pie chart below.

The cyclical flavour of the portfolio could help the trust benefit as Vietnam

recovers from a Delta-variant Covid hit. The country, which came through the

first wave of lockdown strongly, had low levels of vaccination when Delta began

to run rife. This meant the introduction of restrictions that have weighed on the

economy, although manufacturing has actually proved relatively resilient.
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However, confirmed cases and deaths have plummeted since peaking in early

September.  And from a near standing start six months ago, just over half of the

population have now  received at least one dose of vaccine.

US tapering could be an issue for Vietnam as a strong dollar is associated with

reducing foreign direct investment. However, Vietnam Opportunity has pointed

to evidence that countries with strong foreign currency reserves, such as

Vietnam, have historically been less affected by this dynamic. Indeed, even

during the worst of the recent Delta outbreak , investment inflows to the

country held up well.

But despite the reasons to be positive, the trust’s discount has widened

substantially since the start of the year. The trust has a history of actively using

share buy backs to control the discount and has been busy doing this over

recent months.

A number of shareholders known for encouraging corporate action are on the

register and this should keep up pressure for the board to address the discount

issues. These shareholders include City of London with a 12 per cent stake and

Wells Capital Management with 3.2 per cent.

While the investment case offered by Vietnam trusts is good, fees tend to be

high. VOF is no exception. It has a hefty on-going charge of nearly 2 per cent.

Still, it boasts a noteworthy and attractive discount with which to get exposure

to an economy that appears to be getting back on its feet following a Delta hit.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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BlackRock Throgmorton
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BlackRock

Throgmorton

Trust THRG £944m 946p 1.10% 23%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-2.6 -0.80% 1.80% 5.80% -2.40%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-4.70% 3.50% 11.30% 50.10% 98.50% 214.60%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Electrocomp. 3.2

Gamma Comm 3.1

Impax Asset

Management 2.8

Oxford

Instruments 2.6

Watches of

Switzerland 2.5

YouGov 2.3

Breedon 2.2

Moonpig 2.2

Pets at Home 2.1

CVS 2.1

Total 25

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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BlackRock Throgmorton can hardly be classed as representing stand-out value

given its shares are trading at a sub 1 per cent discount to NAV. However, over

the last year it has been very rare to see the trust trading at any kind of

discount. In fact, an objective for the trust has been to keep the premium under

control by regularly issuing shares.

It’s understandable that the shares should be in hot demand. The trust’s

long-term performance is exceptional, as can be seen from the table on the next

page.

The trust has some interesting features for a UK Smaller Companies trust. One

of which is that it can invest up to 15 per cent of the portfolio in overseas

shares. At the end of August, 7 per cent of assets were US equities. The UK

accounted for 92 per cent of the portfolio.

The other standout feature is that the trust’s manager Dan Whitestone can

increase the trust’s market exposure by up to 30 per cent through the use of

contracts for difference (CFD).

CFDs are a way to bet on the price movement of stocks without actually owning

them. Whitestone can use CFDs to go either long or short. The trust’s reported

gearing is a reflection of this derivative exposure.
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NAV Performance

Name TIDM 3 mth 6 mth 1 yr 3 yr 5 yr

BlackRock Throgmorton
Trust THRG 7 13 51 87 158

Oryx Int. Growth OIG 8 17 54 118 154

JPM UK Smaller Cos JMI 8 9 49 89 145

BlackRock Smaller Cos BRSC 8 11 54 62 121

Standard Life UK Sm Cos SLS 8 13 33 68 121

Henderson Smaller Cos HSL 4 7 50 60 101

Invesco Perp UK SmCos IPU 7 8 49 57 96

Gresham House Strategic GHS 9 18 57 58 91

Montanaro UK SmCos MTU 7 8 35 49 76

Aberforth Smaller Cos ASL 4 6 71 32 61

Strategic Equity Capital SEC 2 4 44 42 60

Chelverton UK Dividend SDV -1 3 93 28 46

Marwyn Value Investors MVI -4 -4 11 -1 -4

Crystal Amber CRS 7 8 34 -36 -20

Odyssean Inv Trst OIT 5 10 44 67 -

Rights & Issues RIII 9 13 56 36 -

Average 5 9 49 51 86

FTSE Small Cap ex ICs 5 7 66 45 64

NSCI ex ICs 7 5 42 34 55

source: Winterflood investment trusts, 21 Oct 2021

Whitemore played a smart game during the market rally from early November

2021 by keeping short exposure at a minimum and riding the upside across the

small cap spectrum. Indeed, the type of companies he likes to short - those in

industries being disrupted and the financially weak - were some of the biggest

beneficiaries of the rally,  which was largely a classic “dash for trash”.

However, ahead of the recent setback for small caps there were signs of short

exposure creeping back up. At the end of August the trust had 2.4 per cent

short exposure, which while hardly high, was some way ahead of the previous

disclosure of short exposure at 1.5 per cent.

In terms of the long exposure the trust takes, through both CFDs and shares,

the focus is very much on growth and quality. Whitestone targets companies
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that are exploiting disruptive trends as well as those with significant and

sustainable competitive advantages.

The make up of the UK market means this approach translates into the trust

having heavy exposure to the industrials, consumer discretionary and financials

sectors, as can be seen in the pie chart below.

source: Trust, 31 Aug 2021

The manager expects that the Covid pandemic will increase the long-term

opportunities available to him on both the long and short side. Whitmore’s view

is that the pandemic has accelerated key disruptive trends which should push a

bigger wedge between small-cap winners and losers.

The portfolio is well diversified with 127 holdings plus CFDs as of the end of

March. The core fee on the trust is very competitive with an ongoing charge of

0.6 per cent. However, there is also a performance fee.  This stands at 15 per

cent of gross assets based on rolling two-year outperformance. The maximum

performance fee is set at 0.9 per cent of average gross assets over two years.
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BMO Global Smaller Companies
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BMO Global

Smaller Cos BGSC £933m 165p 1.10% 4%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.1 -9.50% -7.90% -3.30% -11.60%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-2.00% 6.70% 2.00% 32.70% 25.30% 53.50%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Eagle Materials

Inc 1.5

Icon PLC 1.3

Jefferies

Financial Group

Inc 1.2

MaxLinear Inc 1.2

LKQ Corp 1.2

Molina

Healthcare Inc 1

Alleghany Corp 1

Wheaton

Precious

Metals Corp 0.9

Ensign Group

Inc 0.9

Graphic

Packaging

Holding Co 0.8

Total 11

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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BMO Global Smaller Companies (BGSC) is a one-stop-shop for mainstream

global smaller companies exposure.

The trust offers exposure to around 200 smaller companies dotted about the

globe. It draws on the resources of a team of 11 regional smaller companies

specialists at BMO, eight of which are also fund managers.

Fees are pretty low with an ongoing charge of 0.8 per cent, although the trust

effectively buys in exposure to Japanese smaller companies by investing in

other funds that specialise in the area and themselves charge fees.

In terms of management style, BGSC stands out from the few other

stablemates it has in the global smaller companies sector for its normalness.

Most of the four other trusts in its sub-sector have more distinct styles and

more concentrated portfolios. Over the longer term this means BGSC looks less

impressive in terms of NAV performance, but it has been more consistent

compared with the MSCI World Small Cap index (see table on next page).

While the trust’s long-standing manager, Peter Ewins, does have a growth focus,

he also attempts to avoid overpaying for stocks. It is his nose for value that has

led him to have a significant overweight position in UK stocks due to the

market’s relative cheapness.
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NAV Performance

Name TIDM 3 mth 6 mth 1 yr 3 yr 5 yr

Edinburgh Worldwide EWI -2 -3 9 97 196

Smithson SSON 4 11 20 86 -

North Atlantic SmCos NAS 2 12 53 75 118

BMO Global Smaller
Cos BGSC 4 7 33 40 65

ScotGems SGEM 1 2 20 3 -

MSCI World Small
Cos 4 6 30 45 69

source: Winterflood investment trusts, 21 Sep 2021

source: Trust, 31 Aug 2021

Over five years, the trust’s NAV performance is just behind its benchmark. The

focus on the UK also means the fresh bout of Covid uncertainty is unwelcome

for performance.

Historically, BGSC has often traded at a premium and the current discount

looks pretty wide by its standards. What’s more, the board has a policy of using

buybacks to try to keep the discount below the 5 per cent mark and is an active

buyer of shares. This means there should be value on offer based on the current

near 10 per cent discount.
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DETAILED PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWN*
*from close on day of publication to 21 Oct 2021

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 37.1% Alpha ITs - 23.2%

MSCI World - 24.0% MSCI World - 18.5%

FTSE All Share - 26.3% FTSE All Share - 15.3%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 38.5%

Aurora
Investment ARR 2.2%

Pacific Assets PAC 26.8%
Artemis Alpha
Trust ATS 21.7%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 40.7%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 39.3%

Independent
Inv Trst IIT 37.6%

Invesco Asia
Trust IAT 7.4%

Aurora
Investment ARR 24.9%

Strategic Equity
Cap. SEC 45.3%

AVI Global AGT 37.3%
Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 21.3%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 31.2%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 24.6%

BMO
Commercial
Prop BCPT 70.7%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 21.4%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 38.1%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 31.6%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 24.7%

Blackrock
Frontiers BRFI 17.0%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 19.0% Alpha ITs - 17.2%

MSCI World - 13.9% MSCI World - 15.6%

FTSE All Share - 10.8% FTSE All Share - 10.3%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Aberforth ASL 33.9% Rights & Issues RIII 22.9%
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Smcos. It.

Temple Bar TMPL 15.3%
Schroder
Orntl.Inc.Fd. SOI -2.7%

Murray Intl. MYI 3.1%
Avi Global
Trust AGT 14.7%

Merchants
Trust MRCH 25.1%

Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT 9.2%

Templeton
Emrg.Mkts.It. TEM -8.7%

Jpmorgan
Claverhouse JCH 20.0%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 35.1%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 24.3%

Henderson
Smaller Cos. HSL 31.2%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 24.8%

Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 31.6%

Tr European
Growth TRG 12.9%

AVI Global AGT 16.8%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 22.4%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 6.2%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 23.2%

29-Mar-21 27-Apr-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 14.5% Alpha ITs - 10.2%

MSCI World - 12.1% MSCI World - 7.7%

FTSE All Share - 7.5% FTSE All Share - 3.6%

TRUST PICKS

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 20.7%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 10.9%

Nippon Active
Value Fund NAVF 17.2%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 8.0%

Henderson
Intl.Inc.Tst. HINT 6.0%

Bmo
Cap.&.Inc.It. BCI 4.5%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 20.4%

Bmo
Priv.Eq.Tst. BPET 26.0%

Jpmorgan
American It. JAM 14.6% Mercantile It. MRC 3.3%

North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 11.5%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 11.0%
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North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 23.1%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 1.6%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 10.1%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 15.7%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 20.9%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 6.6%

Gab.Value Plus
+ Trust Dead -
Delist.13/07/21 GVP 0.9%

Harbourvest
Global HVPE 14.8%

24-May-21 28-Jun-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 10.9% Alpha ITs - 7.2%

MSCI World - 8.8% MSCI World - 4.5%

FTSE All Share - 2.0% FTSE All Share - 1.4%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 11.4%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 0.7%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 5.0%

Jpmorgan
Russian JRS 9.2%

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 15.8%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 9.3%

Odyssean
Investment Tst. OIT 16.2%

Martin Currie
Glb.Prtf. MNP 4.3%

North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 4.1%

Fidelity
European Tst. FEV 4.7%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 6.0%

Vietnam
Holding VNH 13.0%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 15.6%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 10.3%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 8.7%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 5.5%

Jpmorgan
Russian JRS 18.5%

European
Opportunities JEO 13.7%

Invesco
Perp.Slt.Uk Eq. IVPU 7.7%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 1.4%

26-Jul-21 20-Sep-21
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Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 7.8% Alpha ITs - -1.0%

MSCI World - 2.0% MSCI World - 2.5%

FTSE All Share - 1.6% FTSE All Share - 3.1%

Ashoka India
Equity It. AIE 18.3%

Allianz
Technology Tst. ATT 4.2%

Harbourvest
Global HVPE 5.8%

Jpmorgan
Japanese JFJ -10.0%

Martin Currie
Glb.Prtf. MNP -1.4%

Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT 0.2%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 0.0%

Avi Jap.Oppor.
Tst. AJOT -5.0%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 5.2%

Jpmorgan
Indian It. JII -2.6%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 7.9%

Baillie Giff.Us
Gw.Tst. USA 1.4%

Vietnam
Holding VNH 19.4%

European
Opportunities JEO -0.2%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 3.7%

Baillie
Giff.Eur.Gw.Tst. BGEU -3.4%

Montanaro
Eur.Smcos.Tst MTE 10.8%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 5.5%

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 8.1% F&C It. FCIT 0.5%

Full October 2021 Top 25 trusts and 10-trust ‘portfolio’ on next

page...
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Algy Hall
algy.hall@ft.com
@algyhall
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